Pause for reflection - 10 July 2020
Tell me why!
Welcome to this week’s reflection. Over
the past few weeks I have received a
number of requests….but in spite of
those, I am still sharing my ramblings
with you! Seriously though, many
thanks to all those kind folks who have
sent encouraging and appreciative
messages to me in recent weeks telling
how much they enjoy and look forward
to these weekly musings.
Still on “G” this week with a track by the
band called “Genesis.” What with
Gabriel last week and Genesis this
week, anyone would think there was a
biblical theme!
I was charging along last week on one
of my hobby horses (Racism) and this
week I’m saddled up again on yet
another hobby horse of mine - hunger
and homelessness.
Whilst, understandably, the world’s
attention over the past 4 months has
been firmly focussed on Covid-19 and
the various impacts thereof, I fear that
the many serious problems which
existed prior to March 2020 may well
have been forgotten about and have
certainly slipped down the priority list for
attention, support and action.
As the world slowly begins to unlock
and some semblance of normality
begins to emerge, it will be vital to
refocus our energies and attention on
the fundamental and basic needs of so
many of the world’s population. It is
frankly unacceptable in a world of
plenty, a world which has made huge
strides in science and technology in
recent years, and a world which can be
traversed in a matter of hours by fast
powerful jets, that we still have many

tens of thousands of people go hungry
each day and spend their lives without
a safe space to call home.
Hence my choice of track this week "Tell Me Why" is a rock song by
Genesis. It first appeared on their 1991
album “We Can't Dance” and was later
issued as a single in Britain in February
1993. It was the last Genesis single
featuring Phil Collins on vocals. Once
again therefore, I am going back a
significant number of years to when this
was written- some 30 years in fact. But
still the lyrics and the sentiments
expressed therein are very relevant
today and that is an indictment on a
society which tolerates such desperate
and desolate living conditions for so
many of their fellow human beings.
As you read through these words, let
your mind and conscience raise some
questions too. Ask the very pointed
question – Can you tell me why?”
Tell me why
Mothers crying in the street
Children dying at their feet, tell me why
People starving everywhere
There's too much food but none to
spare, tell me why
Can you see that shaft of sunlight
Can you see it in my eyes
I can feel the fire that's burning
Anger and hope so deep
So deep within my heart
Before my eyes
For some it's too late
It seems there's no-one listening
People sleeping in the streets
No roof above, no food to eat, tell me
why
See the questions in their eyes
Listen to their children's cries, tell me
why

If there's a God
Is he watching
Can he give a ray of hope
So much pain and so much sorrow
Tell me what does he see
When he looks at you
When he looks at me
What would he say
It seems there's no-one listening
Who would think it still could happen
Even in this time and place
Politicians, they may save themselves
But they won't save their face
Just hope against hope
It's not too late
You say there's nothing you can do
Is there one rule for them and one for
you
Tell me why
Listen can you see that shaft of
sunlight
Can you see it in my eyes
I can feel the fire that's burning
Anger and hope so deep
So deep within my heart
Before my eyes
For some it's too late
It seems there's no-one listening
Hurry for me, hurry for me, they cry

Last week I wrote about a fire that burns
in me – a fire which wants to burn out
any trace of racism and racial hatred
and discrimination. This week, our
chosen track also talks about a fire- “I
can feel the fire that's burning Anger”
Now some may say that Anger is only a
destructive force but I disagree. I am of
the view that Anger, properly
channelled and directed can be a force
for change, can be a force for good and
can make a real difference. But it’s

clearly not sufficient just to be angry.
Anger on its own is pretty useless. A bit
like Faith, unless there’s action nothing
will change.

Which brings me on to the “obvious”
choice of Bible reading for this week.

James Ch 2 vv14-24
14 My friends, what good is it for one of
you to say that you have faith if your
actions do not prove it? Can that faith
save you? 15 Suppose there are
brothers or sisters who need clothes
and don't have enough to eat. 16 What
good is there in your saying to them,
"God bless you! Keep warm and eat
well!" - if you don't give them the
necessities of life? 17 So it is with faith:
if it is alone and includes no actions,
then it is dead. 18 But someone will say,
"One person has faith, another has
actions." My answer is, "Show me how
anyone can have faith without actions. I
will show you my faith by my actions."
19 Do you believe that there is only one
God? Good! The demons also believe and tremble with fear. 20 You fool! Do
you want to be shown that faith without
actions is useless? 21 How was our
ancestor Abraham put right with God?
It was through his actions, when he
offered his son Isaac on the altar. 22
Can't you see? His faith and his actions
worked together; his faith was made
perfect through his actions. 23 And the
scripture came true that said, "Abraham
believed God, and because of his faith
God accepted him as righteous." And
so Abraham was called God's friend. 24
You see, then, that it is by our actions
that we are put right with God, and not
by our faith alone.

Hy 710 vv 4&5
So dream the dreams and
songs, but never be
for thoughts and words don’t
pain:
unless there’s action, all
faith
proves
itself
in

sing the
content:
ease the
is vain;
deeds.

Lord, give us vision, make us strong,
help
us
to
do
your
will;
don’t let us rest until we see
your
love
throughout
humanity
uniting us in peace.

Hymn 513
Courage brother do not stumble.
1 Courage, brother! do not stumble,
though your path be dark as night;
there's a star to guide the humble:
trust in God, and do the right.
Let the road be rough and dreary,
and its end far out of sight;
foot it bravely; strong or weary,
trust
in
God,
trust
in
God,
trust in God, and do the right.
2 Perish policy and cunning,
perish all that fears the light!
Whether losing, whether winning,
trust in God, and do the right.
Some will hate you, some will love you,
some will flatter, some will slight;
heed them not, and look above you:
trust
in
God,
trust
in
God,
trust in God, and do the right.
3 Simple rule and safest guiding,
inward peace, and inward might,
star
upon
our
path
abiding,
trust in God, and do the right.
Courage, sister! do not stumble,
though your path be dark as night;
there's a star to guide the humble:
trust
in
God,
trust
in
God,
trust in God, and do the right.

So we need to act, we need to be brave
and we need to take up the challenge
which still faces us all in the year 2020.
Phil Collins and friends wrote about this
in 1991 and many other people have
written articles, songs, books on the
topics of hunger and homelessness
over the intervening years but still the
problems exist and, in some places, the
problems are deepening. Many
commentators fear that the impact of
Covid-19, lockdown, job losses , social
isolation etc will in many cases
exacerbate the difficulties which the
poorest and hungriest in the world were
already facing.
I read today of the various actions
which our Chancellor is taking to try to
ease the impact on the young jobless,
to try to stimulate the economy and so
on but I genuinely fear that amongst all
of this action to resurrect the economy,
to restart tourism etc etc , the hungry,
the homeless, the poor, the needy and
the desperate will be in great danger of
being forgotten and becoming even
more marginalised in a world which
increasingly looks inward.
So yes I am angry!
I am angry because people in this world
still go hungry and yet the world
produces enough for everyone.
I am angry because people are
homeless and living on the streets in
this country and yet there are many
empty buildings which could be used to
house them.
I am angry because there are hundreds
of thousands of homeless people
across the world and yet countries can
find money to spend on weapons of

mass destruction supposedly as a
deterrent.
I am angry that parts of the world are
suffering floods and famine on a
recurring basis and yet other parts of
the world continue with their unabated
industrialisation and contribution to
climate change and consequential
detrimental impacts on others.
I could go on listing the issues which
create the anger in me but that would
be pretty pointless as simply listing
them will not bring about any change.
As with Faith without action, Anger
without action is simply generating heat
and not bringing about any meaningful
change.

who cannot find food, those who must
sleep in the open and those who are
destitute.
We ask the question “Tell me why?” but
often we cannot find an answer. Help us
then to be guided by your wisdom, to be
shown the way by your love and
compassion and to take action so that
we might be a force for good and a
force for change.
Lord, give us vision, make us strong
and don’t let us rest until we see your
love throughout humanity.
We pray for Jenny, Paula and Sonia
and for all in our wider Church family.
We pray too for all in our own family
circles and those known to us.
Be with us all. Amen

So my challenge to us all today is to
keep our fire burning. The fire that we lit
last week to burn out racism needs
stoked again this week so that we can
do something before it is too late.

Benediction

“Hurry for me , hurry for me, they cry!”
wrote Genesis in the song above.

A protector for those without protection

So we do need to hurry, we need to act,
we need to channel our anger, we need
to protest, we need to force those who
are in positions of power to change their
ways, to change their priorities so that
we, collectively, can address these
issues in this, the 21st century!

May we become at all times, both now
and forever

A guide for those who have lost their
way
A ship for those with oceans to cross
A bridge for those with rivers to cross
A sanctuary for those in danger
A lamp for those without light

Let us pray
Dear Lord, we come to you this day in
prayer with the poor, the hungry , the
homeless and the needy in our
thoughts.
Help us , we pray, to keep our fires of
anger burning, to keep our fires of
determination alight and to keep our
fires of justice ablaze so that we might
take action to make life better for those

A place of refuge for those who lack
shelter
And a kind servant to all in need.
Amen
Until next week- keep well and keep
safe
Alistair – Session Clerk B/P

